What can you do if your field has brown & bare spots?

1. Double check your irrigation - Is the water off?  (Contact your FM)
2. There may be a disease or fungus.  (Contact DPS Grounds)
3. Most likely, you need to manage the use of fields to spread wear and allow recovery.  (Everyone Can Help)

Every Day, Play a Different Way!

Students can play kickball every day, but encourage them to move home plate to a fresh patch of grass each day.

Other simple ways to minimize wear on your fields:

- Limit use when your field is very wet.
- Coordinate watering schedule around recess times.
- Limit use of your field in the winter.

Remember: Grass is alive! but grows very slowly in the Winter, so it can’t recover as fast from heavy use.


Field Looks Stressed?  Give it a Rest!